Visa Malaysia eCommerce Offer
Merchant
PG Mall

Offer
15% off every 26th of
the month to the 8th of
the next month

Duration
26 July8 Dec 2020

Terms & Conditions
1. PG Mall is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
3. Only valid for new shoppers.
4. Discount of 15% off is capped at RM20.
5. A minimum spend of RM30 is required to enjoy the offer.
6. Offer is limited to first 1,000 redemptions per month.
7. Offer is valid in Malaysia only.

Cake Rush

10% off with no
minimum spend

15 July31 Dec 2020

1. Cake Rush is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
3. No cash alternatives or refund will be offered in lieu of the discount.
4. Offer is valid in Malaysia only.
5. Voucher can only be applied once per order.
6. Voucher is limited to one redemption per customer.

Cake Together

10% off all cakes with
no min. spend

1 Aug-31 Dec
2020

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cake Together is solely responsible for this offer.
Offer is valid in Malaysia only.
Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or
vouchers unless otherwise stated.
The privilege is only applicable to the cake value.
The privilege is not applicable to the delivery charges.

Mooit

RM5 e-voucher with
minimum spend of
RM40

15 July31 Oct 2020

1. Mooit is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Valid on normal priced items only.
3. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
4. Offer is only valid for one (1) time usage per customer during the offer period.
5. A minimum spend of RM40 in a single receipt is required to be entitled for the offer.
6. Offer is only redeemable at www.mooit.com.my
7. E-voucher can be redeemed on next purchase on www.mooit.com.my until 31 December
2020.
8. Mooit reserves the right the change the terms and conditions without prior notice.

Signature Market

Wholesome Bites
Bundle at RM50 (worth
RM114)

15 July31 Dec 2020

1. Signature Market is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
3. This offer is based on first-come-first-served basis.
4. This offer is non transferable and cannot be resold.
5. Delivery to West Malaysia and East Malaysia is excluded. Shipping fee of RM10 for purchases
RM100 and above.

The Tapping
Tapir

10% off Bajo series &
complimentary delivery

15 July31 Dec 2020

1. The Tapping Tapir is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Valid on Bajo series at normal price only.
3. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
4. Limited to one redemption only per user.
5. Complimentary delivery covers West Malaysia only.
6. Promotion is valid for purchases at www.tappingtapir.com (desktop/mobile) only.

Flower Chimp

15% off with minimum
spend

15 July31 Dec 2020

1. Flower Chimp is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
3. No cash alternatives or refund will be offered in lieu of the discount.
4. Offer is valid in Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and Philippines.
5. Voucher can only be applied once per order.
6. Voucher is limited to one redemption per customer.

Photobook

70% off selected items
via app

15 July31 Dec 2020

1. Discount does not apply to Paper Upgrades, Extra Pages nor any Accessories
2. Also not applicable on these lines: Lil Photobook, Flush Mount and Deluxe Albums
3. Promotion cannot be used in conjunction with any other discounts, promotional codes, gift
certificates, group buying vouchers, prepaid vouchers and coupons.
4. This offer is applicable on the Photobook Mobile App and shipping within the country of
residence only.
5. Voucher is valid for the whole duration of the campaign period until 31/12/2020
6. Coupon code MUST be entered and redeemed at the time of your ordering and will not be
accepted after the order is completed and received.
7. Promotional offers are valid for merchandise only and cannot be used to pay for, nor shall be
applied to, applicable taxes or shipping and handling charges.
8. Coupon code is only applicable for the specific value purchased.
9. Value of the coupon cannot be used for shipping fees
10. International shipments may be subject to import duties and taxes, which are levied when
the package arrives at the specified destination
11. Coupon code is only applicable to the products or product range stated.
12. Self pick-up option is not available.
13. Offers have no cash value, are not for resale and are not redeemable for cash.
14. Please see our Return Policy. Photobook Worldwide is not responsible for customer
generated mistakes. If there is a production/book issue, we will assess the condition of the
item(s), and at our sole discretion will decide to either repair or replace the product(s) that
does not meet the warranty or condition. Promotional offer discounts are not eligible for
credit or a refund.
15. Photobook Worldwide does NOT accept any amendments or changes to be made to the file
once the file is uploaded. Therefore, it is the customer’s responsibility to check the proofs
thoroughly before uploading their book for processing.
16. Photobook Worldwide reserves the right to change these terms and conditions at its sole
discretion and we reserve the right to discontinue promotions and discounts at any time.
17. If you require any assistance, please visit our Support page.

18. For more information, please visit (www.photobook.com.my/faq).
19. For further enquiries, kindly email support-my@photobookworldwide.com
20. Photobook is solely responsible for this offer.
21. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
Dóro

RM20 off for 1st
purchase with
minimum spend of
RM200

15 July31 Dec 2020

1. Dóro is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Valid on normal priced items only.
3. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
4. Applicable with minimum spend of RM200 and above.
5. For new customers only.
6. Limited to one redemption only per user.

The Mineraw

10% off your 1st
purchase with
minimum spend of
RM35

1 Aug-31 Dec
2020

1.
2.
3.
4.

The Mineraw is solely responsible for this offer.
Valid on normal priced items only.
Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or
vouchers unless otherwise stated.
Offer is valid in Malaysia only.

Dorothy Scents

10% off with min.
spend of RM300 &
complimentary
shipping

1 Aug-31 Dec
2020

1. Dorothy Scents is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Valid on normal priced items only on our website www.dorothyscents.co
3. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
4. Minimum order for redemption: RM300
5. Offer is valid in Malaysia only.

Sleep Sonno

5% off with any
purchase of mattress

1 Aug-31 Oct
2020

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PTT Outdoor

20% off with no
minimum spend

15 July31 Dec 2020

1. PTT Outdoor is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid with other promotion, discount or vouchers
unless otherwise stated.
3. Applicable for online purchase on www.pttoutdoor.com
4. Discount 20% off is capped at RM30.
5. Discount is not applicable on shipping/delivery fee.
6. Discount redeemed is not refundable and/or exchangeable for cash and credits.
7. Offer does not apply to Free World, Steigen, High 5, Zippo and selected products and brands.
8. Offer is valid in Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, United States and United Kingdom only.

Sleep Sonno is solely responsible for this offer.
Offer is valid in Malaysia only.
Promotion is valid on any purchase of mattress online with the discount code provided.
Offer cannot be combined with any other on-going promotions and/or voucher.
Sonno Management reserves the rights to alter any terms and conditions at any time without
prior notice.

9. To redeem this offer, click the Redeem button and enter the promo code VISAPTT20.
Mumsandbabes

10% off storewide with
no min. spend

1 Aug-30 Sept
2020

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The offer is valid for all purchases/transactions to a discount of 10% with no minimum spend
made with a Visa card issued in Malaysia at https://mumsandbabes.com.my and PJ/Penang
store.
Promo code is valid from 1 August 2020 to 30 September 2020.
Only one (1) promo code is allowed to be applied in a single order.
Valid on normal priced items and sales items unless otherwise stated.
The offer is not valid with any other ongoing promotions unless stated otherwise.
No cash alternatives or refund will be offered in lieu of the discount.
Key in promo code VISA10 at checkout.
Mumsandbabes reserves the right to amend these Terms and Conditions without any prior
notice.

50GRAM

10% off gifts &
preserved flowers

1 Sept-31 Dec
2020

1. 50GRAM is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Offer is valid in Malaysia, Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore, Thailand, UK and USA
only.
3. Valid on normal priced items only.
4. Offer cannot be combined with any other on-going promotions and/or voucher.
5. Discount capped at RM15 and limited to 1 usage only per user.
6. Discount is not applicable on delivery fee.
7. Not applicable for offline or walk in purchases.
8. FIFTYGRAM SDN BHD reserves the right to alter any terms and conditions at any time
without prior notice.
9. FIFTYGRAM SDN BHD reserves the right to end the campaign earlier than mentioned
under unexpected conditions.

HiBlendr

20% off &
complimentary
shipping

1 Sept-31 Dec
2020

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Khind

RM10 off with
minimum spend of
RM150

1 Sept-31 Dec
2020

1. Khind is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid in conjunction with other
promotion, discount or vouchers unless otherwise stated.

HiBlendr is solely responsible for this offer.
Offer is valid in Malaysia, Australia, Canada, Europe, Singapore and USA.
Valid on normal priced items only.
Offer cannot be combined with any other on-going promotions and/or voucher.
Limited to 1 usage only per user.
Not applicable for offline or walk in purchases.
HiBlendr reserves the right to alter any terms and conditions at any time without
prior notice.
8. HiBlendr reserves the right to end the campaign earlier than mentioned under
unexpected conditions.

3. Valid for purchase of Khind products via khindonline.com by registered users only.
4. One (1) promo code use per checkout.
5. Orders with valid delivery address within Malaysia are acceptable and product
warranty is covered within Malaysia only.
6. Pricing and discounts are subject to change according to Khind-Mistral (M) Sdn Bhd's
price structure without prior notice.
Mead Johnson
(Enfagrow)

RM30 off your 1st
purchase

1 Sept-31 Dec
2020

1. Mead Johnson Nutrition (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd is solely responsible for this offer.
2. Offer cannot be exchanged for cash and not valid in conjunction with other
promotion, discount or vouchers unless otherwise stated.
3. Promotion is only valid for new shoppers on Mead Johnson Nutrition Flagship Store
with their 1st purchase.
4. Limited to one redemption per shopper throughout the campaign period from 1 Sept
to 31 Dec 2020.
5. Valid for Enfamama A+, Enfagrow A+ Step 3, Step 4 and Step 5 products only, not
valid for all 300g and 900g tins.
6. No minimum spend is required with this promotion.
7. Mead Johnson Nutrition (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd reserves the right to forfeit any voucher
redemption that do not meet the terms and conditions, at their discretion. Fraud,
abuse of redemptions or any dishonest activities related to the promotion campaign
may result in the forfeiture of promotion entitlement.

Homage

• 50% off for
holistic
assessment on
your first Homage
care visit (for new
customers)

1 Sept-31 Dec
2020

•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New customers (Promo code : HOMAGE50)
Offer is valid for first-time, one-time use.
Applicable to Greater Klang Valley and Penang only.
Promotion is not redeemable or exchangeable to cash.
Promotion is not valid with any other ongoing promotion, offer and/or discounts.
Customers are eligible to claim the 10% discount for care plans only after the nurse
assessment has taken place.

•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existing customers (Promo code : HOMAGE10)
Offer is valid for all existing Homage customers.
Applicable to care plans taken in Greater Klang Valley and Penang only.
Only applicable for 60-hour, 100-hour and 200-hour Care Plans.
Promotion is not valid with any other ongoing promotion, offer and/or discounts.
Customers are eligible to claim this offer for all recurring payments until the date of
validity.

 10% off for every
Homage care plan
purchased - 60
hours, 100 hours,
200 hours (for
existing
customers)

iHerb

RM30 off with
minimum spend of
RM300

1 Oct 2020 – 31
Dec 2020

1) To enjoy the discount, a minimum spend of RM300 in a single transaction (excluding
shipping charges, if any) is required.
2) The maximum discount is RM30 only.

Dell

5% cashback

1 Oct 2020 – 31
Dec 2020

Pomelo Fashion

RM50 off with
minimum spend of
RM250

1 Oct 2020 – 30
Nov 2020

3) The discount is available to the first 3,900 redemptions only.
4) The discount is limited to one (1) redemption per customer.
5) iHerb reserves the right to update or modify any of the terms and conditions at any
time. In the event that any updates or changes are made, the revised terms and
conditions will be posted on https://my.iherb.com/ at least 1 week prior to them
taking effect.
1) To enjoy the cashback, promo code: MYVisaCC5% must be provided through Dell
Malaysia website via Chat or Direct Toll-Free no. at 1800-88-2888. A Dell sales agent
will be able to assist and advice personally.
2) The maximum cashback amount is RM100 only.
3) Cashback will be credited into the same Visa card utilized for order payment within
fourteen (14) working days.
4) The cashback is available to the first 1,300 redemptions only.
5) The cashback is limited to one (1) redemption per customer.
6) Dell reserves the right to update or modify any of the terms at any time. In the event
that any updates or changes are made, the revised terms and conditions will be
posted on www.dell.com/en-my (Dell Malaysia webpage) at least 1 week prior to
them taking effect.
1) This voucher is valid until December 31, 2020 23.59 MYT.
2) A minimum spend of RM250 is required to use this voucher.
3) This voucher entitles customers to a RM50 discount upon a minimum spend of
RM250 on Pomelo Malaysia.
4) The maximum discount is RM50 only.
5) This voucher is applicable on Pomelo Malaysia online purchases - app at
https://pomelo.app.link/VisaMY , website and mobile web.
6) To redeem the voucher code, customers must log in to their Pomelo accounts.
7) This voucher is applicable with Visa prepaid/debit/credit card issued in Malaysia
only.
8) This voucher is limited to the first 1,000 usages per campaign only.
9) This voucher can be combined with other promotions but is not applicable to use
with other voucher codes.
10) All items purchased with this voucher code are eligible for return with exception to
items listed under Pomelo Returns policy.
11) This voucher cannot be exchanged for cash in part or full and is valid for a single
transaction only.
12) Discount is applied at checkout when voucher code 'VISAMYPOMELO' is manually
entered.
13) Orders placed without voucher code will not receive discount.
14) Customers must pay the amount after discount deduction.
15) Pomelo reserves the right to cancel any fraud orders.

Book
Depository

10% off selected
bestsellers

1 Oct 2020 – 31
Dec 2020

Langit

10% off

1 Oct 2020 – 30
Nov 2020

1) In order to benefit from the offer and receive 10% off selected bestsellers from the
Book Depository within the Offer Period customers should enter the code “VISA10”
when completing their purchase.
2) Coupon is valid for titles featured on the page www.bookdepository.com/visa-offer
3) Book titles featured on the offer page may be subject to change during the offer
period.
4) Voucher valid from 1st October 2020 until 23:59 BST 31st December 2020 (the
“Offer Period”).
5) Vouchers are non-transferable and cannot be exchanged for cash.
6) Vouchers cannot be used with any other voucher.
7) Vouchers cannot be retrospectively applied to pre-existing orders.
8) The Book Depository Limited reserves the right to update or modify any of the terms
and conditions at any time. In the event that any updates or changes are made, the
revised terms and conditions will be posted on www.bookdepository.com at least 1
week prior to them take place.
9) The Book Depository’s Terms and Conditions apply. Visit www.bookdepository.com
for the Terms and Conditions.
1) Discount is applicable on products only, shipping fee applies.
2) Limited to first 1000 redemption or while stocks last within the campaign period of 1
October 2020 - 30 November 2020.
3) Discount code is available for use on Langit's website only and not applicable with
other promotion.
4) Valid on normal priced items only.
5) Langit Collective reserves the right to update or modify any of the terms and
conditions at any time. In the event that any updates or changes are made, the
revised terms and conditions will be posted on www.langit.com.my at least 1 week
prior to them taking effect.

